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1. Introduction 
A knot k in D* x S’ is an n-bridge braid if k can be isotoped to be a braid k’ in 
D* x S’ which lies in aD* x S’ except for n bridges. More precisely k’ is a union of 
arcs al, P1, . . . , a,, /3,, where each (Y~ lies in aD* x S’ and each pi is a properly 
embedded arc in D* x S’. Furthermore the pi bound pairwise disjoint embedded 
discs Di c D* x S’ where aD, = pi u hi and Ai = aDi n aD* x S’. This naturally gen- 
eralizes the notion of bridge index for knots in S3 to braids in solid tori. Note that 
O-bridge braids are just torus knots. 
In [5] we showed that if k is a knot in 0’ x S’ which does not lie in a 3-cell and 
nontrivial surgery on k yields Dz x S’, then k is either a O-bridge or l-bridge braid. 
It has long been known [13] exactly what manifolds are obtained by surgery on a 
torus knot and in particular that one can obtain D* x S’ by an infinite number of 
surgeries on any torus knot. 
In Section 2 we classify the set of l-bridge braids. 
In Section 3 we give partial results towards solving the problem of deciding when 
surgery on a l-bridge braid yields D* x S’. We show that if k is a l-bridge braid, 
then there are two essential curves CY, p on aN(k) (which can be constructed by a 
glance at the knot diagram) with the property that if a nontrivial surgery k yields 
0’ x S’, then this surgery corresponds to filling D2 x S’ - fi( k) along (Y or /3. To 
decide if surgery on say CY yields D2 x S’ one essentially need only check whether 
or not the Thurston norm of the class z E HZ( D* x S’ - fi( k), aiv(k)) equals o(k) - 1, 
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where z has the property that z]dN(k) = OJ(~)(Y and w(k) denotes the winding 
number of k in D* x S’. This is easily done in practice and the results are stated 
for several classes of l-bridge braids. In particular we exhibit an infinite class of 
l-bridge braids with the property that nontrivial surgery on them yields D2 x S’. 
We also exhibit an example of a l-bridge braid k with the property that exactly 
two nontrivial surgeries on k yield D2 x S’. The reader will find Figs. 6 and 7 
particularly fascinating. 
Independently, Berge [l] has been able to give a complete classification of all 
the surgeries on l-bridge braids in solid tori which give a solid torus. In particular 
he shows that there exists a unique knot k (the one mentioned above) in D2x 5’ 
with the property that exactly 3 surgeries on k give D2x S’. Therefore Berge 
completes the program to give a complete classification of those knots and their 
surgeries in 0’ x S’ which yield D2 x S’. 
Our methods, which are geometric compared to the more algebraic methods of 
Berge, give a completely different perspective to the class of l-bridge braids. 
Let k be a knot in D2 x S’ such that nontrivial surgery on k gives D2 x S’. As 
pointed out by McMillon, k when viewed as lying in standardly embedded solid 
tori S3, has the property that surgery on k yields a lens space. 
In Section 3 we also prove the following 
Corollary 3.5. Let k be a knot in S’ and UC S3- fi(k) a nontrivial (i.e., does not 
bound an embedded disc) knot which is unknotted when viewed in S3. Then U is 
nontrivial in any homology sphere obtained by nontrivial surgery on k. 
The examples of Section 3 give the first example of an atoroidal annular a- 
incompressible 3-manifold M with a toral boundary component P such that attach- 
ing a solid torus to P in distinct ways yields a manifold with compressible boundary. 
In Section 4 the methods of Section 3 are varied to give other such examples in 
manifolds which are not knot complements in D2 x S’. In particular we give an 
example of an atoroidal annular knot in the handlebody of genus 2 with the property 
that nontrivial surgery on it yields the handlebody of genus 2. 
I would like to thank Marty Scharlemann for his constructive criticisms of the text. 
2. The classification of l-bridge braids 
Conventions 2.1. Two oriented knots k, and k2 in D2 x S’ are equivalent if there 
exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism from (D2 x S’, k,) to ( D2 x S’, k2). 
The winding number w(k) of k in D2 x S’ is the algebraic intersection number of k 
with a D2 x pt. 
In the braid group B, on w strands let gi denote the generator which gives strands 
i, i + 1 a right-hand half twist. A 1 -bridge braid representation of a knot k in D2 x S’ 
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is a braid u = ubbab_r . * *a,~B,,lsbsw-2togetherwithanintegert,lct<w-2. 
k (which a priori may be a knot or link) is reconstructed in a natural way (Fig. 
l(b)) by first placing the braid into 0’ x S’ and then connecting the ends in such 
a way that the bottom of the strands are connected to the top after a 21r/t twist. 
(We disallowed the cases b = 0 or b = w - 1 for then the resulting link would be a 
torus link.) 
The integer t can be schematically represented by placing a dot over the top of 
the (t+ 1)st strand. This indicates that when the strands are connected up, the 
bottom of the left strand is connected to the dotted strand top. 
From now on we only consider the case that k is connected. This explains why 
we disallowed the case t = w - 1 or t = 0. 
Call t the twist number and b the bridge width. Note that up to equivalence t is 
only determined mod w. These invariants completely determine the representation. 
Conversely we will see in Proposition 2.2 that they are completely determined by 
the knot. 
Let c = O* x S’, T = a? and J = aN( k). Give J homological generators (p, A) 
and give T homological generators (m, 1) as follows. Let p and m be meridians of 
N(k) and 0’ x S’ respectively, so m is homologous to wp by the punctured meridinal 
disc D (Fig. l(c)). D is oriented so that its normal vector points up and p is given 
the boundary orientation. Let I be the natural longitude *x S’ of T. Let A be the 
obvious immersed b-times punctured annulus in V = D2 x S’ - fi( k). Do oriented 
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called A. Let A be the component of A n _I. Orient A so that its normal vector points 
up and give A the boundary orientation as in Fig. l(c). The surface A provides a 
homology from wl- tm in T to A in J. Notice that the simple closed curve A c J 
homologous (in H,(J)) to A +otp is therefore homologous in D*x S’- &(‘(k) to 
01. Use the equation A = A +wtt.~ to change from (,u, A)- to (,u, A)-coordinates. 
(p, A)-coordinates are the usual meridian longitude coordinates on k when e is 
standardly embedded in S3. 
Definition 2.2. Let 2 be the restriction to V of the disc fibration of D* x S’. Let 
8 E H*( V, 8 V) denote the Euler class to X 
By Thurston [ 141 if S is a transversely oriented properly embedded surface in V, 
then g(S) can be explicitly computed by first isotoping S so that N(8S) is transverse 
to X and S is transverse to 35’ except at a finite number of saddle tangencies {xi} 
and then calculating 2 a(xi) where o(xi) = 1 (respectively -1) if the normal to S 
at xi points in the same (respectively opposite) direction as the normal to X In 
particular IS(S)]<_lx(S)l. 
Proposition 2.3 (Classification of l-bridge braids). The braid representation of a 
l-bridge braid k is an isotopy invariant of k In particular the bridge width b and 
twisting t are isotopy invariants of k and k is not a torus knot. 
Proof. Let A be the embedded surface constructed in Conventions 2.1. It is easy 
to show that after a very small isotopy of A, N(aA) is transverse to X and A is 
transverse to X except at a finite number of saddle tangencies where the normal to 
A points in the same direction as that of %‘, that is points up. By Thurston 
8(A) = -x(A) = b. 
If k had a second braid representation let A’ be the associated surface. %‘(A’) = 
-x(A’) = b’, where b’ denotes bridge width computed using the second representa- 
tion, and 8’ denotes the Euler class of the corresponding fibration %” of K The 
fibres h and h’ of X and %” are homologous since h n T and h’ n T are meridians 
and the restriction of H2( V, a V) to H,(T) is injective. It now follows by [S] or [9] 
that 2 and X’ are in fact isotopic (i.e., there exists an ambiant isotopy of V taking 
X to X) so 8’ = 8 and in particular %(A’) = b’. Since the restriction map H2( V, a V) + 
H,(J) is a monomorphism and A - A’ = pop E H,(J) for some integer p, it follows 
that [A] = [A’] +p[ D]. Assume that A and A’ had been chosen so that p 2 0. Since 
8(D) = -x(D) = w - 1 it follows that p = 0 for otherwise 
w-l>b=$(A)=‘%‘([A’]+p[D])=b’+p(o-l)aw-1. 
Therefore A = A’ and b = b’. In particular if k is a knot with 0 < b < w - 1, then 
k is not a torus knot, since torus knots have braid representations of bridge width 
0 or w-l. 
To complete the proof we need to show that t = t’. By the previous paragraph, 
A and A’ are homologous so homologically wl- tm = A = A’ = wl’- t’m’ where 1’ 
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and m’ are the homological coordinates of T using the second representation. Since 
m’= m and I’= 1 +pm for some integer p we obtain the fact that tm = (t’- wp)m so 
that t = t’ mod w. Cl 
Remark 2.4. Let rk be the image of k under the reflection of D* x S’ which fixes 
the S’ factor and reflects the D* factor. rk is called the mirror image of k. Note that 
if k is a l-bridge braid, then b(k) + b(rk) = w - 1 and t(k) + t’(rk) = w - 1. This 
implies that k is never equivalent to its mirror image for otherwise t(k) = b(k) = 
i(w - 1) which implies that k has more than one component. 
3. Surgery on l-bridge braids 
Example 3.1. Torus knots: Let k be a torus knot in D* x S’, let A be the annulus 
which connects k to aD* x S’. View A as an annulus in V = D* x S’ - I?(k). It is a 
well-known fact basically due to Seifert (also [ 111) that a surgery on k yields D* x S’ 
exactly when the boundary (Y of the meridinal disc satisfies (a, p) = *l where 
/3 = A n J. The point is that if (Y # /3, then the surgered manifold M is a Seifert 
fibred space, and if (Y = /3, then M is a connected sum of D* x S’ and a lens space. 
Definition. Let M be a 3-manifold with P a torus component of JM. N is the 
manifold obtained by Jilling M along the simple closed curve LY c P if N is obtained 
by attaching a 2-handle to M along (Y and then capping off the resulting 2-sphere 
with a 3-cell. N is often denoted M(a). A compact oriented properly embedded 
surface R c M is taut or Thurston norm minimizing if x(R) 2 x(S) for all compact 
surfaces S such that [R] = [S] E H2( M, aM). We will assume (in this paper) that 
no component of R (or S) is a disc or sphere, and if P is a toral component of aM, 
then R n P is a union of parallel coherently oriented simple closed curves. 
The following lemma asserts that for a l-bridge braid k there are at most two 
nontrivial (a priori enumerated) surgeries on k which can yield a D* x S’. In practice 
it is easy to find taut surfaces with these boundary slopes on J. Therefore, by the 
following lemma, one in practice readily decides which surgeries on a l-bridge braid 
yield D* x S’. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k be a 1 -bridge braid. Filling V along a curve Q = rt_c + sA, s > 0, in 
J yields D* x S’ if and only ifs = 1, r E {-b, -b - l}, gcd(w, r) = 1 and there exists a 
taut planar surface S such that S n J is a union of curves parallel to cx and IS n Tj = 1. 
In (p, h)-coordinates these possible exceptional surgeries are a = h - (tw + d)p 
where d E {b, b + 1). 
Proof. (3) Let (Y be a curve in J such that s > 0. Let S be a taut surface such that 
aS n J is a union of curves parallel to (Y. If filling V along (Y yields D* x S’, then 
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conclusion (C) of [5, Lemma 2.11 holds. The proof of [5, Lemma 2.1JTheorem 
1.1’1 shows that genus S = 0 and ISn TI = 1. We know that ](cY, p)] = 1, hence s = 1, 
because the proof of [5, Theorem l.l’+Theorem 1.11 shows that I(a, p)] > 1 implies 
that k is a torus knot. 
Since A and D generate H2( V, a V), [S] = [aA - dD]. We will now show that 
a = o and (Y = A - dp. First observe that [S A J] = aA - de+ Since I((Y, p)( = 1 it 
follows that a (dw and in particular ISnJI = a. Note that SnJ is the winding 
number of k viewed in the new D’x S’. Since ISn Tj = 1 and -[Sn T] = 
uol-(ut+d)m it follows that l=gcd(uo, ut+d)?=gcd(u, d)al so gcd(u, d)=l. 
Therefore a 10 so a s w. We have shown that if o-surgery on k yields D2 x S’, then 
k viewed in this new D2 x S’ is a braid with winding number a < o. Repeating this 
argument from the point of view of surgery on k in the new D2 x S’ shows that 
a 2 w. We conclude that a = W, a = A - dF and gcd(o, r) = 1. 
We therefore obtain 
The only solutions are d E {b, b + 1) so (Y is of the form A - (b +j)p where j E (0, 1). 
Use the rule A = otp + A to change (Y from (p, A)- to (p, A )-coordinates. 
(+) By hypothesis a-surgery on k yields M = D2 x S’# M2. By [5, Theorem 1.11 
either M2 = S3 or 0 < JH,( M2)/ < 00. o=h-(tw+d)p where dE{b,b+l} and by 
[6, Lemma 3.3(i)] the manifold M obtained by a-surgery on k has H,(M) =H if 
and only if 1 = gcd(o, (tw + d)) = gcd(o, d). This rules out the latter possibility. 0 
Corollary 3.3. If nontrivial surgery on a knot in a solid torus yields D2 x S’, then k is 
a 1 -bridge braid from the point of view of both the original D2 x S’ and the surgered 
D2 x S’. Furthermore the winding number of k in the surgered D2 x S’ is the same as 
the winding number of k in the original D2 x S’. 
Corollary 3.4. If R is a connected taut surface in V = D2 x S’ - I?(k) such that R n J 
is a union of curves parallel to CY and a-surgery on k yields D2 x S’, then 1 R n T] = 1, 
(RnJl=w and,y(R)=w-1. 
Corollary 3.5. Let k be a knot in S3 and U c S3 - I’?(k) a nontrivial (i.e., does not 
bound an embedded disc) knot which is unknotted when viewed in S3. Then U becomes 
nontrivial in any homology sphere M obtained by nontrivial surgery on k. 
Proof. By [5, Theorem 1.11, either the corollary holds or k is either a 0- or l-bridge 
braid in ? = S3 - fi( U). That theorem also implies that M - fi( U) = Dz x S’. The 
result is evidently true for torus knots. If k is a l-bridge braid and M = k(a), then 
by Lemma 3.2, LY = A - (tw + d)p where d E {b, b + 1). [6, Lemma 3.3(ii)] implies 
that the curve w2m + (tw + d)l bounds a disc in M - 6( U) where m, 1 are meridian 
longitude coordinates for N(U) c S3. This implies that U does not bound an 
embedded disc in M. Alternatively M is not a homology sphere. Cl 
D. 
Remark 3.6. If Q nontrivially surgered on k is never reducible or k is a torus or 
cable knot, then Corollary 3.5 can be strengthened to assert that U becomes nontrivial 
in any manifold obtained by nontrivial surgery on lc 
We now state which surgeries on a l-bridge braid k of bridge width ~2 yield a 
D2 x S’. By Lemma 3.2 we need only consider surgeries of the form (Y = A - dp 
where d E {b, b + 1). By Remark 2.4 we need only consider the case where b(k) < $. 
Examples 3.7. l-bridge braids of bridge width one: Nontrivial surgery on k yields 
a 0’ x S’ exactly when d = 1. A picture of S in this case can be found in Figs. 2-4. 
Figure 2 shows the branched surface which carries S and Fig. 3 shows a close-up 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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view of the branched surface near *. Recall that one can reconstruct S from the 
weighted branched surface by replacing each sector (a region locally homeomorphic 
to W’) by the number of sectors indicated. A one-dimensional version is given in 
Fig. 4. When d = 2, a-surgery on k yields D* x S’#L(2,1). 
It should be noted that such knots are obtained by putting a (2,1)-torus knot in 
a neighborhood of a torus knot in D2 x S’, hence, this result could be obtained by 
a direct calculation using Example 3.1. 
Examples 3.8. l-bridge braids of bridge width two: Recall that a l-bridge braid can 
be represented as a braid u~u~_~ . * - ul, with a dot over the (t + 1)st strand. Label 
the top left strands a, b, c and the bottom left strands 1, 2, 3 as in Fig. 5. Now 
connect up the endpoints of the braid to create the knot k. Starting simultaneously 
at the points {1,2,3} travel along the knot at constant speed in an orientation- 
reversing way and consider the first time any of the points {a, b, c} are encountered. 
Let r - 1 be the number of complete passes made around the D2 x S’ before these 
points are encountered. Since k is connected there are exactly three qualitative types 
of bridge width 1 braids. 
Type 0: In this case the paths emanating from {1,2,3} will simultaneously meet 
{a, b, c} preserving order, as exemplified i,l Fig. 5(a). Type 0 knots have companions 
which are torus knots. Note that w = 3r. 
Type 1: In this case the path from 1 encounters b at the same time that the path 
from 2 encounters c, but the path from 3 encounters a after an additional s> 0 
passes, as exemplified in Fig. 5(b). Note that w = 3r + s. 
Type 2: In this case the path from 3 encounters a but the paths from {1,2} 
encounter, in order, {b, c} after an additional s > 0 passes as exemplified in Fig. 
5(c). Note that w =3r+2s. 
abc . abc . abc l 
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By Lemma 3.2 if D2x S’ is obtained by surgery on a knot k it is obtained by 
filling V = D2 x S’ - &T(k) along a component of R n aN( k) where R is a surface 
homologous to WA - dD where d E {2,3}. 
Proposition 3.9. The Euler characteristic of a taut surface R homologous to WA - dD, 
d E {2,3} for all the Type 1 and 2 knots is as follows. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
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Case 1. k is type 1. 
d=2: I~(R)(=2r+2s-2 ifrssand Ix(R)I=4r-2 ifs~r, 
d =3: I~(R)I=3r+3s-3. 
Case 2. k is type 2. 
d =2: Ix(R)1 =4r+4s-2, 
d =3: I~(R)I=3rf4s-3. 
Nontrivial surgery on a 1 -bridge braid k of bridge width 2 yields a D2 x S’ exactly 
in the following situations. 
Case 0. k is type 0. Never. 
Case 1. k is type 1. 
d=2: lr-s]=l, r, sZ=l, 
d=3: s=l, rs2. 
Case 2. k is type 2. 
d = 2: never, 
d=3: s=l, r?=l. 
Idea of proof. In Fig. 6 we exhibit a weighted branched surface which represents 
a taut surface S (with d = 2) in V homologous to 5A -20 for the indicated type 1 
knot (r = 1, s = 2) lc A close-up view of t:le region marked * is contained in Fig. 7. 
S satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 hence (Y-surgery on k yields D2 x S’. 
In general given a width-two l-bridge braid and an (Y = A - dp with d E {2,3} 
one finds a taut surface R in V homologous to wA - dD which appears similar to 
the ones constructed in Figs. 2-4 and 6, 7. Its Euler characteristic is listed in the 
statement of Proposition 3.9. Since [aR n J] = w(A - dp) it follows that IR n _I\ = w. 
Therefore R is planar and IR n TI = 1 if and only if ,y( R) = 1 - w. One checks that 
when x(R) = l-o, gcd(w, d) = 1. We conclude by Lemma 3.2 that a-surgery on k 
yields D2 x S’ exactly when x(R) = 1 - w. 
It is a remarkable fact that for the surfaces R homologous to wA- dD after 
excluding one case (k is a Type 0 knot and d = 3; in this case the a-surgered 
manifold contains a lens space summand) one can show (e.g. using the techniques 
of [3]) that V fibres over S’ with fibre R. Using this fact it follows that R is taut. 0 
Examples 3.10. l-bridge braids with arbitrarily high bridge width. 
In a natural way one can generalize Type 1 braids of width two to braids of width 
22. A set a of such knots with Ir - SI = 1 appears in Fig. 8. If k E 9, then a-surgery 
on k with d = b yields D2 x S’. The required taut surface of Lemma 3.2 is qualitatively 
the same as that of Figs. 6 and 7. 
Remarks 3.11. There is exactly one (Type 1, r = 2 and s = 1) l-bridge braid of width 
2 (it is drawn in Fig. 5(b)), such that exactly two nontrivial surgeries on it yield 
D2 x S’. Berge has proven the remarkable theorem that this knot is the unique knot 
in D2 x S’ with that property. 




. . . 
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Knots in 92 of bridge width 3 
Fig. 8. 
4. Unusual compressions of incompressible surfaces 
Let T be an incompressible orientable surface in a compact orientable 3-manifold 
M whose boundary contains a torus P such that P n T = 0. A long studied question 
is, for what fillings on P does T remain incompressible in the filled manifold M(a). 
It is easy to concoct examples where T becomes compressible in M(a), however 
it is a bit more difficult to find examples where T compresses in more than one 
filling. In fact by Corollary 2.4 [4] if T is taut and aM is a union of tori, then T 
compresses under at most one filling. (Using the methods of [4] a similar statement 
can be made for certain sutured manifolds with nontorus boundary.) Menasco [lo] 
and Oertel [12] had earlier found other classes of examples where T compresses 
under a unique filling. In their setting P = dN(k) where k is one of a special class 
of knots in S3 and T is a closed incompressible surface in M = S3 - I?(k). 
Since T is incompressible if and only if aN( T) is incompressible in M - fi( T) 
we will now always assume that T = aM. 
The first such examples where T compresses under nonunique fillings were 
discovered by Seifert and were generalized by Gordon and Luecke [2]. In their 
examples M contains an essential annulus, in particular an annulus A with one 
component in both T and l? (If D is a punctured disc with one component in T 
and the others in P one finds other such discs by Dehn twisting along A. Such discs 
extend to compressing discs in the manifold appropriately filled.) Note that there 
is an infinite set of fillings along which T compresses. 
The work of Berge and independently this paper give the first examples of 
compressions under multiple fillings where the manifold M is anannular and 
atoroidal. 
Theorem 4.1. There exist compact oriented atoroidal anannular a-incompressible mani- 
folds Ml, MI such that exactly two (respectively three) distinctjillings on PI (respectively 
PJ where Pi is a toral component of aMi, yield manifolds with compressible boundary. 
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Proof. Let M = D* x S’ - 6?(k) where k is a l-bridge braid with prime winding 
number such that nontrivial surgery yields D* x S’. 
If T is an essential torus in M, then after an isotopy of T we can assume that T 
is vertical, i.e., transverse to the horizontal fibration of M. Therefore T bounds a 
solid torus 9 and the winding number of k in M is the product of the winding 
number of k in 0 and the winding number of ? in D2 x S’. Prime winding number 
insures the fact that M is atoroidal. 
By Proposition 2.3 being a l-bridge braid insures that k is not a torus knot. It 
follows that M is annular. 
Now let M, = D* x S’ - k(k) where k is the knot drawn in Fig. 6 and let 
M2 = 0’ x S’ - fi( k) where k is the knot drawn in Fig. 5(b). Now apply Proposition 
3.9. 0 
Another construction 4.2. Let Q be the space N(k) u B where k is the knot and B 
is the branched surface in Figs. 6 and 7. To construct new examples embed Q in a 
manifold N with compressible boundary so that dB -dN(k) embeds in 8AJ and so 
that M = N- g(k) has incompressible boundary. Clearly dM compresses under 
the trivial surgery. By construction B carries a punctured disc D whose punctures 
lie on dN(k), therefore the surgery on k which corresponds to capping off the 
punctures of D yields a manifold with compressible boundary with compressing 
disc the capped ofI D. 
Example 4.3. There exists a knot k in W, the handlebody of genus 2 such that 
nontrivial surgery on k yields a handlebody of genus 2. Furthermore M = W - I?(k) 
is atoroidal, anannular and has incompressible boundary. k is drawn in Fig. 9. 
Justification. Let k be the knot in D* x S’ drawn in Figs. 6 and 7. Observe that if 
A is a properly embedded arc in V = D* x S’ - fi( k) such that 8A c dD* x S’, A is 
transverse to the fibration of V with fibre S, and A intersects some fibre exactly 
once, then W = D* x S’ - &(A) is a handlebody of genus 2. To see this recall that 
V is homeomorphic to D* x S’ - fi(L) where L is a l-bridge braid and where the 
fibration with fibre S is mapped to the horizontal fibration of D* x S’ - fi(L). 
Therefore under the trivial surgery on k, W is still the handlebody of genus 2. 
To construct the example, choose the properly embedded arc A in V drawn in 
Fig. 10. One can first view A as the union of two arcs A, B, where A lies on S and 
B c aN( k) and 1s n SJ = 1. After a tiny isotopy we obtain the desired A (Fig. 11). 
By straightening out A we obtain Fig. 12. By drilling out A from V we obtain W 
and Fig. 9. 
Let Eo, E, be the discs of Fig. 9 and let E = E. u E, and N = W- fi(E). Observe 
that @, the universal cover of W, is obtained by gluing together copies of N, each 
lift k’ of k is practically geodesic (i.e., the natural projection of k’ to the tree 
l-skeleton of G is an embedding) and no two strands follow the same path when 
projected to the tree l-skeleton. Therefore there exist no essential tori or properly 
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embedded S’ x R’s in I? - I?( k”) where i is the union of lifts of k to Ik It follows 
that there exist no essential tori in M. 
There exists no compressing disc D in N - k such that D n a( N( E)) is connected. 
Such a D would separate one of the 4 discs of dN na(N(E)) from two of the 
others. However to each disc E’ of aN n a( N( E)) there exist at least two other 
components of d N n a( N( E)) and an arc of k n N connects from E’ to one of those 
components. Therefore any essential disc in M can be isotoped to lie in N-k 
which is impossible. 
Similarly an essential annulus B must nontrivially intersect k and be isotopic to 
an annulus intersecting a( N( E)) in arcs essential in B. Therefore we can isotope k 
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into an embedded curve on aM via an ambient isotopy fixing (setwise) Eou E,, 
which we now show to be impossible. Let dW denote the double of W (which is 
S2 x S’#S* x S’). dk the double of k is a link of two components in dW. If k was 
boundary parallel, then dk would bound an annulus A and [A], z. = [ dE, - fi( dk)], 
and z,=[dE,-fi(dk)] wouldgenerate H,(dW-~(dk),aN(dk))=ZOZOZ.The 
ambitious reader should check that the unit sphere for the Thurston norm is J x R 
where J is the unit sphere for the subspace generated by z0 and z,. J is the polygon 
in R2 with vertices *(l/4,0), *(O, l/10), +(-l/5, l/10); where (1,O) is represented 
by zr, and (0,l) is represented by z,,. [To compute x(p) it suffices to compute x(p’) 
where p’ is p viewed as a class in H,(dW- k(k), aN(k)) and then Observe that 
x(/3) = x(/3’) + I(/?‘, k)l where (, ) denotes algebraic intersection number and 6’ 
denotes the extension of p to H2( S2 x S’# S* x S’). In words a taut surface represent- 
ing /? intersects k in I(@‘, k)J points, so throwing dk - k back in adds value I(& k)) 
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to the norm. The computation of J was carried out using this rule (which of course 
is incorrect since k is not boundary parallel).] This implies that if z E 
H,(dW-fi(k),aN(k)), and x(z)<4, then z=*[A]. On the other hand k is a 
l-bridge knot in W (see Definition 4.4) of bridge width ~2, so k bounds in W an 
immersed annulus R with two holes. The bridge for this annulus is pointed out in 
Fig. 9. Now double R and do oriented cut and paste to the two arc self-intersections 
to obtain a surface R’ such that ,Y(R’) = -2. In particular x[R’] <4. With correct 
choice of orientation on R’ one finds that [R’] + z, is representable by a surface R” 
and x( R”) = -2. Since [R’] # *([R’] + zl) the result follows. 0 
Definition 4.4. A knot k in M is 1 -bridge if it can be isotoped to the form k’ u k” 
where k’ lies in dM and k” is properly embedded in M and there exists an embedded 
disc E in M such that dE = k”u CT where u is an arc in aM. 
Berge’s construction also yields an infinite class of knots in handlebodies of 
arbitrary large genus with the property that two surgeries on a given knot will yield 
a handlebody. All of his examples are l-bridge knots. 
In light of this work, [5] and [ 11, the following very interesting question has been 
raised by Berge. 
Question 4.5. If dM compresses under multiple surgeries on a knot k in M, then 
is k either boundary parallel or l-bridge? 
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